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PERSONNEL
 

Besides the principal investigator, the following.persons worked.at:
 

the research project on a part time basis: 

a) Dr. Heinrich Hora, Adjunct Assoc. Professor of Physics,-RPI of Conn.
 

b) Roy C. McCord. Research Associate, RPI of Conn.
 

c) H.A. Tourtellotte, Senior Laboratory Technician.
 

ABSTRACT
 

The new nonmagnetic ion pump resembles the quadrupole ionization gauge.
 

The dimensions are larger, and hyperbolically shaped electrodes-replace
 

the four rods. Their surfaces follow y2 = 36 + x2 (x, y in centimeters).
 

The electrodes, 55 cm long, are positioned lengthwise in a tube. At one
 

end a cathode emits electrons-; at the other end a narrowly wound flat
 

spiral of tungsten clad with titanium on cathode potential can be heated
 

for titanium evaporation. Electrons accelerated by a dr potential' of the
 

surface electrodes oscillate between the ends on rotational trajectories,
 

if a high frequency potential superimposed on the dc potential .isproperly
 

adjusted. Pumping speeds (4-100 liter/sec) for different gases at differ

ent peak vol-tages (000-3000V) at corresponding frequencies (57-100 MHz),
 

and at different pressures (10-5-10 -9 Torr) were observed The lowest
 

-
pressure reached was below 101 Torr.
 

http:worked.at


INTRODUCTION
 

The investigation of a new type of non-magnetic ion pump as per

formed under this grant originated from a previous NASA grant (NGR
 

07-009-001) entitled "Study of Non-Magnetic Ionization Gauge with Low
 

X-Ray Limit" which was also undertaken by the-same principal investigator.
 

The Final Report of that investigation was submitted to NASA Technical
 

Reports Office, Office of University Affai'rs, Code Y, Washington,.D.C.,
 

on June 19, 1969. The "Non-Magnetic loni.zation Gauge with Low X-Ray
 

Limit" won the I-R 100 Award of one of the 100 best industrial research
 

efforts which was-presented September 18, 1969, in Chicago, Illinois.
 

The main objective of this research was to develop and investigate an
 

ion pump producing, at a high pumping speed, a very low vacuumm in the
 

-
order of 10 m torr and lower, which is light weighted and does not need
 

a magnetic field.
 

It uses the principle of an electrostatic double quadrupole as it is
 

sketdhed in Figure 1. A radio frequency is applied to the four.poles
 

of the quadrupole arrangement so that the electrons will be focused in
 

the center. At one end there is a hot tungsten wire cathode C, see Fig.
 

1, and at the other end we have.an anticathode which consists of mesh
 

made of titanium wire or-a narrow spiral of titanium wire which can
 

be heated so, that titanium vapor will be available for.getter action.
 

The anticathode is on the same potential as the cathode and a flat ring
 

which is positioned immediately ifi front of the cathode. An anodering
 

AR is located precisely halfway between cathode and anticathode. Ithas
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a positive dc potential in order to provide acceleration.to the
 

electrons parallel to the tube axis. The quadrupole optics are
 

properlytuned so that the electrons follow a narrow spiral and
 

reach their maximum axial velocity when passing through the anode
 

ring. After this, they are slowed down by the inverted field they
 

encounter due to the presence of the anticathode. There they turn
 

back and will haVe a reverse acceleration. This behav-ior of the
 

electrons 'leads to their oscillation in spiral paths. Therefore,
 

the free electron path is very long and will only end its free move

ment when'colliding with a gas atom. At very low pressures, for example
 

lO-3'torr, it may be as large as IO1cm.
 

All electrons following-these dynamics will have to collide with a gas
 

atom which in most cases will lead to ionization. The ions produced
 

will not stay on stable trajectories but will leave the internal part
 

radially andreach the walls where they might be absorbed and embedded.
 

IT THEORY OF QUADRUPOLE ION PUMP
 

The dynamics of the charged particle movement have been investigated
 

theoretically by many workers; they are described by the Mathieu equations
 

and their solutions can be found for example, in W. Paul's work on the
 

mass filter. '2 More specifically suited for the devices described here
 

the principal investigator has given a theory in a paper 3 presented on
 

invitation at the 4th International Vacuum Congress, Manchester, Efigland
 

in 1968. This paper, a reprint of which isattached as Exhibit #1, had
 

http:acceleration.to
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been sponsored by the previous NASA grant NGR 07-009-001.
 

Following this theory a radio frequency is applied to the four
 

electrodes of the quadrupole arrangement so that the electrons will
 

be focused in the center. In the case of ion pumping, we have chosen
 

such parameters that only electrons are being focused.
 

HU 1/2 
f = 1.03 x 10 (1) 

where a (see Fig. 2),is the radius of the internal circle; U0, the max

imum voltage of the high frequency generator; and m, the mass of the
 

charged particle, a is given in meters; m, in kilograms; and U ,in
 

volts so that f comes out in Hertz. For an electron, the above formula
 

would read:
 

105 -' U1/2  
f = 1.08 x a (2)
 

For best results the surfaces of the four electrodes should have the
 

shape of hyperbolas.
 

The theories reported in Refs. 1-5 do not consider space charges. But
 

since with the relatively high ionization yield end electron trapping we
 

cannot anymore neglect space charges, efforts were put into a theory which
 

would at least partly overcome this deficiency. We had successfully tried
 

to obtain a solution considering the space charge of the electrons.
 

It turned out that the mechanism of charge oscillations within the double
 

quadrupole device does not change except for a certain modulation of the
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frequency which had been calculated inthe case of space-charge-free
 

conditions of the Mathieu equation (see attached reprint of Reference #3).
 

The parti.cle dyhamics. inthe space-charge double quadrupole device can
 

be expressed by the differential equation: 

d2U 

d2 + rn2(x)U 0 (3)
 

whereby U is any oscillating quantity like voltage and rjthe refractive
 

index of the plasma. rj is a function of position x and can have acotmnpiex
 

value. Equation (3)can be transformed into a Riccati differential equation:
 

d + i2(x)= - (x))
dx 

if p(x) issubstituted by:
 

i(x) d2U 1 (5) 

By using a function v(x) being a solution of
 

,(x)= [v(x)]2 - r. n v(x + I d2v(x) (6) 

We obtain for real n(x) a solution of U(x) of-Eq.(3):
 

U(x) =Iv(ol)]2 exp i v(9) dj (7) 
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The solution for U does not show any internal reflection as long as the
 

values of-v(x) exist in accordance with Eq.(6) for a given n(x). The
 

similarity of Eq.(7) with the WBK solution is evident. The main dif

ference is only that in the.WBK case a condition of weak dependence of
 

r on x must exist. The uncertainty of the solutions due to this con

dition is cancelled in the case of Eq.(7). Restrictions to avoid too
 

strong spatial variations of the refractive index can be derived from
 

Eq.(6); but besides these definite cases, all other solutions are
 

mathematically rigid.
 

We applied these methods to the equation of oscillation of the particles
 

in a quadrupole system 2-5 as it is used in a quadrupole type ionization
 

gauge; As described in these papers, 2-5 the motion of particles under
 

space charge free conditions is determined by the Mathieu's differential
 

equations
 

d2/dt2 U + (a ± 2q cos2t) U = 0 (8)
 

where the double sign distinguishes between the two linear independent
 

solutions. We consider now a differential equation different from Eq.(8:
 

with a few formal changes to fit the conditions expressed in Eqs.(3) to (7).
 

We introduce for the function v
 

v =-(a - 2q cos2t)1/2 (9). 



The variable x is now the time t. Substituting v(t) from Eq.(9) 

into the expression for the refractive index, Eq.(6), the differential 

equation (3)can be modified to: 

d2U(t) + Id--q qco(cos2t - 7q q sin2t 12 cos2tj 2 cos2t-a  2q cos2t. U(t) = 0 (10) 

This differential equation has the advantage that without using the 

detailed knowledge of the Mathieu differential equation, we can exclude 

non-periodic solutions. These are those where Eq.(6) is singular, e.g. 

for 

a < 2q 

On the other hand, if 

a 
q 7 

we can see immediately the oscillating property of U(t): 

(II) 

(12) 

u(t) = a -2q cos2to 1/4 exp(iat)exp(2iat ; cos2t) (13) 

U(t) as expressed in the solution of the space charge consideration in 

Eq.(13) differs from the simple space-charge free quadrupole dynamics by 

a certain modulation but the basic oscillations remain unchangd... 

A physical interpretation of the added terms in Eq.(10) compared with 

Eq.(8) can be given on the basis of additional potentials created by 

*space charges. Space charges are neglected completely in the analysis 

of the quadrupole filter2 which, however, does not affect the insights 
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on the whole observable mechanism; but the experiments with the
 

quadrupole ionization gauge 3,4 indicate indeed space charge mechanisms,
 

because,there,also lower pressures are involved. The damping mechanism
 

due to theelectron-gas and electron-ion interaction, and due to the
 

ionization processes can be discussed formally by a complex parameter n.
 

III CONSTRUCTION OF QUADRUPOLE ION PUMP - VERSION I
 

A. Dimensions
 

The first version was mounted ina stainless steel tube. The four quad

rupole electrodes were formed from stainless steel sheets; their surfaces
 

had a hyperbolic shape. The contours followed the equation
 

y2 = x2 + 36 -(x and y given incm) (14)
 

The cross section through'the quadrupole tube issketched in Fig.2.
 

The electrode surfaces were cut off at a radius R = 11.5 cm. The total
 

length of the electrodes is 55.0 cm. The four hyperbolic surfaces are
 

exactly separated by two ceramic rings at the top and at the bottom. At
 

the top a tungsten spiral serves as anti-cathode; it is covered with
 

titanium which serves two purposes: (1)to act as the anticathode. and
 

(2)to provide titanium vapor for gettering purposes.
 

Figure 3 depicts a photograph of the hyperbolic electrode structure. The
 

four hyperbolic surfaces are exactly separated by two ceramic rings at
 

the top and at the bottom as can be seen on Fig. 3.
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Figure 4 shows a photograph of the quadrupole ion pump version I.
 

with its hyperbolic electrodes. At the upper end one can notice the
 

tungsten spiral covered with titanium. The whole system was inserted
 

in a large stainless steel container, see Fig.5. As can be seen in
 

Fig.5 a metal system with flanges applying metal seals and bakeable
 

valves was used. Next to the right of the container (see Fig.5) a
 

-
Redhead Gauge was used for measuring vacua in a range down to 0 13 torr.
 

On the same photograph Fig. 5 at the right edge an Ultek Ion pump of
 

25 liters/sec capacity was connected for comparison. Also a needle
 

valve (black knob at the lower right side of the quadrupole ion pump
 

container) can be seen which allowed bleeding in different gases and
 

obtain a first rough idea of the pumping capacity of the pump under
 

investigation. On the left of Fig.5 are two sorption pumps which pro

vide the proper fore vacuum of about 5p torr which is necessary to
 

start our ion pump-


B. Electrical Characteristics
 

The potentials and frequencies applied to the electrodes were adjusted 

so that the electrons would remain on stable trajectories within the 

center part of the tube. 

According to the theory1 -5 the relationship between peak potential U0 of 

the high frequency and the dc potential Udc applied to the four electrodes 

should be: 

Udc = 0.17 U0 (15) 



The frequency is then determined by Eq.(2) which for a given geometry
 

is proportionate to the square root of the peak potential U
o .
 

The potentials and frequencies are listed in Table 1. The electron
 

emission current was adjusted to a stable value i- with only the dc
 

potential Udc applied to the four hyperbolic surface electrodes.
 

After switching on the high frequency potential with peak potential
 

U the emission current-i.decreased to 10% of the initial value.
 
0
 

In operation the quadrupole electrodes carry a potential
 

=
U Udc + U cos2rft (16) 

With the cathode and anticathode at a slightly higher positive potential
 

than ground, an ion current i+ could be measured at the stainless steel
 

housing. The initial electron emission current i- was usually adjusted
 

to a value of i =50 mA.
 

TABLE I Potentials and frequenciesapplied to quadrupole ion pump
 

Uf Uolvolt] [MHz] dc[volt]
 

1000 56.87 170
 

1800 76.30 306
 

2400 88.00 408
 

3000 98.40 510
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IV PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS OF VERSION I
 

Pumping Speed
 

A paper had been presented at the 5th International Vacuum Congress in
 

Boston, Massachusetts, October 1971 (see Ref.7 and Exhibit #4) on the
 

"Quadrupole Ion Pump Performance Characteristics" of Version I.
 

As was to be expected from the investigatilon of the quadrupole ion gauge4
 

(Exhibit #2 "Inverse Pressure Dependence of the Quadrupole Ionization
 

Gauge")the pumping speedSincreases with decreasing pressure p following
 

a similar anomalous relationship:
 

pm S = a (37)
 

whereby m is much smaller than the corresponding n' in the equation
 

for the quadrupole ion gauge4 (see Exhibit #2-Table I)
 

ipn =c' (18)
 

namely m = 0.1 compared to n' = . being independent of the type of gas 

to be pumped'. However, a in Eq.(17) and c' in Eq.(18) depend on the 

kind of gas .and electrical characteristics (peak,voltage U0, frequency f, 

ion current i+). 

A more detailed analysis of the measurements of ion current i+ at
 

different pressures p and varying electrical characteristics leads to
 



the simple relationship:
 

+
pS = k(i	 - i.'), (19) 

wherebyi,.residual ion current at zero pumping speed, follows the
 

quadrupole ion gauge formula
 

p(j+ ) = 	c (20)
 

n being the reciprocal value of n' of Eq.(18) and c identical with c'n
 

+ 

as is i identical with i
 

The constant k in Eq.(19) depends solely on the kind of gas used; it
 

has been determined for five different gases - dry air, nitrogen,
 

argon, neon, and hydrogen - and can be taken from Table II. The
 

4
 
constant n =._ in Eq.(20) is'independent of the kind of gas; however,
 

c of Eq.(20) behaves similar to the constant a of Eq.(17).
 

TABLE II 	Ionization constants for different gases to be applied in
 
Eq. (19)
 

- -1I
Gas 	 k/kair k[Torr liter sec 1 amp


10-2
 Dry air 1.00 8.35 x 

-
Nitrogen 1.00 	 8.35 x 102
 

Argon 1.13 	 9.43 x 10-2
 

1.84 x 10- 2
 0.22
Neon 


.Hydrogen 0.44 3.67 x 10- 2
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A family of curves depicting pumping speeds at different peak voltages

with corresponding frequencies and for the different gases is traced
 

in Figs. 6-8.
 

Another interesting result is that the relative ionization constant
 

k/kair is equal to the ionization constants as determined in normal
 

ionization gauges. They check with values as measured by others in
 

normal ionization gauges,.see for example S. Dushman - J.M. Lafferty,
 

Scientific Foundations of Vacuum Technology, Second Edition, John Wiley
 

and Sons, New York, 1962, pp. 322-323.
 

The curves of these figures 6-8 follow the empirical equation (19)
 

quite well, but further study will be necessary to explain the phy

•sical 	meaning of the relationship which may be undertaken in the-same
 

way as this has been done successfully for the mechanism of the quad

rupole ion pump at zero pumping speed, see our publication Exhibit #5,
 

"Theory of the Quadrupole Ion" presented at the 6th International Vacuum
 

Congress, Kyoto, Japan, March 1974. This theory will be a starting point
 

for further investigation of the relationships expressed in Eqs. (17), (19),
 

and (20).
 

CONSTRUCTION OF QUADRUPOLE ION PUMP VERSION II
 

In order to further increase the pumping speed it was suggested during
 

a discussion meeting with Mr. Paul Yeager of NASA Research.Center, Langley
 

Field, that the hyperbolic quadrupole electrodes should be replaced by mesh
 

type electrodes without affecting the rigidity of the structure which should
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have a position accuracy of at least one per mil, as the electron.
 

optics of the system are quite sensitive to deviations from the
 

geometry. The radial throughput of Version I is about 17%. Stain

less steel grid type electrodes were produced whi-ch had a square mesh
 

structure formed by 1/16" diameter wires 5/16" apart, so that the radial
 

throughput increased to approximately 85%-


The modified quadrupole pump Version II is depicted in the photographt
 

of Figs. 9 and 10.
 

Although the radial throughput of Version II is 5 times as large as that
 

of Version I, the pumping speed did not increase in proportion. Several
 

of the pumping speed measurements as represented by the curves in Figs.
 

6-8 were repeated. The pumping speeds determined were in all cases
 

about twice as large as those achieved with Version I.
 

INTERPRETATION ATTEMPT OF RESULTS
 

A. Observation of Plasma
 

In order to account for the relationship (18) one had to assume a low
 

density central plasma having the shape of an ellipsoid (see Fig. 11)
 

which does not change its length but only its diameter when varying the
 

pressure, see-Ref. 8 (Exhibit #5) p. 71. Itwas tried to photograph the
 

plasma, but this wasximpossible since the background light of the 2500 K
 

hot tungsten filament was'obviously brighter than the visible plasma
 

radiation. Filter techniques were necessary. A theoretical analysis
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was undertaken assuming that the plasma consisted of hydrogen and-that
 

the Ha line of 6563 9 would be bright enough to become observable if a
 

filter would be used to cut off the-spectrum of the filament light be

low and above this wave length.
 

Naturally it is necessary that the radiation of the plasma must be of
 

higher intensity than that which is emitted from the hot fi.lament. The
 

radiation emitted from the plasma may be mainly line radiation-from the
 

recombination and ionization processes. We have estimated the-radiatioi
 

power E from the H -line which is certainly smaller than the total
 

power E of emission from the central plasma
p
 

E < E (21)po,= p
 

We have determined'the width of the filter necessary to cut down the
 

light emission power EF of the-filament to a value EFF so that it is
 

comparable to the emission power E o , i.e., EFF EPO 

Both values E and EF have been calculated, considering the most in
pO FE
 

tensive line, Ha, of the hydrogen plasma. First E was determined.
 

From the pumping speed measurements (See Figs. 6-8) an ion current of 

= 50 pa was detected which corresponds to a pair production rate R of: 

R = i+/e = 3.13 x 10"lpairs/sec (22) 

using the elementary-charqe e = 1.6 x 1019 Coulomb and assuming only singly 
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charged ions. Each ionization may create one photon of energy s = 1.89eV 

energy for the H -line of frequency v = 4.57 x lO' Hz, so that the 

total emission power will be 

-
Epo = R e e = 9.5 xlO 
5 Watt (23)
 

This is to be compared with the total power of radiation emitted from
 

the filament. The surface of the filament is A 10-m 2 and its temp

erature TF = 2,500 K. This leads to a radiation power according to the
 

Stephan-Boltzmann-law:
 

EF =a T' A = 2.2 Watt (24)

F F 

applying a = 5.67 x 108 [Wm "2K-4 ] which is a value more than four orders
 

of magnitude larger than the radiation power of the plasma Epo, Eq.(23),
 

we like to observe. It is therefore mandatory to use a filter of trans

mission half-width Av which we tried to calculate using Plantk's formula
 

for the spectral emission density. The flux of .radiation within a band

width dv leaving a light emitting surface of unit area is given by9 :
 

F(v) dv = 2rV2 hv dv (25)
 

hv
 

.ekT1
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- 23 
h = 6.63 x 10 -'4 [J * s], Planck's constant; k = 1.38 x 10 [J K-1], 

Boltiman'n's constant; c = 3 x 10' Em s-'], speed of light in vacuum; 

v[Hz], frequency of radiating light; TEK], temperature of radiating 

source.
 

A filter of half-width Av would let pass only radiation of power per
 

unit area equal to:
 

VA 	 2a Av 
2 2 

27h V3 dv (26)

EFF/A = F)d. hv
 

AV 	 Av ekTF_-I
 

We are in'terested in a value of EFF which is larger or at least equal
 

to EPO, in other words EFF in Eq.(26) should be set equal to
 

EPO= 9.5 x 10-SW and the equation:
 

2
 

2Trh A V'dv E 	 (7c7 hv po hv
 
Av Av e -1
 

should be solved for Av.
 

22 
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In our case (v = 4.57 x 101 4Hz and TF = 2500K) 

hv 
a

T F-
e F 6515 1 

Since the range of integration is closely around va 

simplified to: 

Eq.(27) can be 

(28) 

2h A' 

V a 
+A 

2 

Av 

h 

3 e- F dv E (29) 

introducing as usual j' = -kTF 
leads to: 

67rA k4 T4 
F 

e-(30
e p2 + 211 + 2) Ap Ep (30) 

We then arrive at a value for 

kT c2 h' ea E PO
 
61r A k3 T3 (p2 + 211 + 2)
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Entering with the data for E = 9.5 x 10-5 W, A = lO-6 m2;pO
 

T = 2500; and v = 4.57 x lO14 Hz we obtain: 

Av = 3.3 x 10"Hz
 

or in terms of wave length
 

AX = AV-5 (32) 
a 

Since there is more light in a hydrogen plasma than just the H line
 

a filter of a bandwidth of AX 5 should be more than adequate .to
 

photograph the plasma.
 

Several' pictures were taken at different pressures varying from 10- 6
 

down to lO- 9torr. At lower'pressures it was difficult to determine
 

the diameter with an accuracy better than ± 0.5 cm, since the boundaries
 

appeared quite fuzzy, but at higher pressures the dimensions of the
 

plasma ,seemed to be more defined.- However, the length did not change
 

noticeably-with pressure. The results are presented in Fig. 12 and
 

seem to follow the empiri6al relationship
 

- 1/2
d'= a0p (33-)
 

whereby,*d, the diameter of the plasma, comes out in cm, if p is
 

entered in torr and the constant a,= 2.6 x l0-&[cm - torr1 /2J.
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B. Theory of Inverse Pressure Dependence
 

.InRef. 8 Exhibit #5 a theory based on the calibration measurements
 

and the plasma shape measurements has been developed. Its main re

sult lies in Eq..(9) of that paper which predicts an ion current,i+ to bei*
 

3
AA02o _ 2 3 1/2 +e 1/2 + }i+ = /2I/2 al ((E+ e2e2
 
1/2-+ 1/2 (5{:e Cei e2 + :el Ee2 + Cele2) +


gel Ce2 
-:e
 

(34)
 

2 E C +1/2 E112 + e2 
3 io el eI e2 e2
 

leading to the relationship as found empirically in Eqs.(18) and (20),
 

if one assumes that the plasma has the shape-of an ellipsoid whose
 

major axis does not change but whose diameter varies according to the
 

experimentally.found relationship Eq.(33).
 

As this can be seen from Exhibit #5 a reasonable electron density could,
 

be determined.
 

* For explanation of symbols see Exhibit #5. 
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VII SUMMARY AND FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS
 

A high speed ultra high vacuum ion pump without magnetic field con

sisting of a double quadrupole assembly tuned for electrons was de

veloped. Pumping speed increases with decreasing pressure and can
 

-
reach for example for neon 100 liters/sec at 109 torr (see Exhibit #4,
 

Fig. 3).
 

The inverse pressure behavior, i.e., higher pumping speeds and higher
 

ion- currents at lower pressutes was theoretically explained. Pressures
 

lower than 10710 torr could be obtained
 

Higher pumping speeds can be expected from multiple devices whereby
 

several double quadrupole arrangements could be mounted parallel
 

within one large tube; the pumping speeds S would mostlikely add up,
 

i.e., Sttal'would become somewhat less than nS,n being the number of
 

double quadrupole systems and S the pumping speed of each individual one.
 

In mounting such a multiple system, neighboring quadrupoles could "share"
 

poles.
 

VIII PATENT
 

A patent on the Quadrupole Ionization Gauge and Quadrupole Ion Pump was 

filed through the Research Corporation, New York, N.Y., with the U.S. 

Patent Office on October 27. 1969 and qranted under Nd. 3,665,245, see 

Exhibit #3. 

The Research Corporation tries to interest companies to manufacture
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the device, but due to the fact that still quite an amount of de

velopment work is necessary., no company has entered an agreement yet
 

up to the date of this report.
 

IX 	AWARDS
 

1. 	In 1969 the basic device became subject of an "I-R 100 Award
 

selected by Industrial Research as one of the 100 Most Signigicant
 

New Technical Products of the Year
 

2. 	 In 1970 the quadrupole ionization gauge received a NASA Technology
 

Award.
 

3.' 	 In 19/Z NASA Invention Award.
 

X 	 PRESENTATIONS AT-MEETINGS
 

1. Invited paper on "Quadrupole Ionization Gauge", co-authored by
 

H.A. Tourtellotte, at the 4th International Vacuum Congress,
 

Manchester, England, April 1968.
 

2. 	Paper 'Inverse Pressure Dependence of the Quadrupole Ionization
 

Gauge", presented at the 15th National Vacuum Symposium of the
 

American Vacuum Society, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, October 1968.
 

3. 	Presentation on "Quadrupole Ion Pump Performance Characteristics",
 

given at the 5th International Vacuum Congress, Boston, Massachusetts,
 

October 1971.
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XI 

4. 	Presentation on "The Theory of the Quadrupole Ion Pump".
 

(co-authored by H; Hora) given at the 6th International Vacuum
 

Congress, Kyoto, Japan, March. 1974.
 

PUBLICATIONS
 

1. 	Exhibit #1
 

H. Schwarz, Proc. 4th Internl. Vacuum Congr., Part II, Institute
 

of Physics and.Physical Society Conference Series No; 6,QLondon,
 

1968, pp. 685-689.
 

21 	 Exhibit #2
 

H. Schwarz and H.A. Tourtellotte, J. Vac; Sci. Technol. 6, 260-262,
 

(1969).
 

3. 	Exhibit #4
 

H. Schwarz, J. Vac. Sci. Technol. 9, 373-375, (1972).
 

4. 	Exhibit #5
 

H. Hora and H. Schwarz, Japan J. Appl. Phys. Suppl. 2, Pt. 1, 69-72,
 

(1974). (Proc. 6th Internl. Vacuum Congr., Kyoto, Japan, 1974.)
 

5. 	H. Schwarz, "Geometry and Properties of the Plasma in a Quadrupole
 

Ion Pump", to be published in J.Vac. Sci. Technol.'1976.
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FIGURES 

Fig: 1: Schematics of Quadrupole Ion Pump 

The positive ring electrode was removed later and the 

anode potential superimposed on the quadrupole electrodes. 

Fig. 2: Cross Section of Hyperbolic Electrode Surfaces' 

a = 6cm; R =,11.5 cm - y2 = a2 + x2 (a= 6) 

Fig. 3: Hyperbolic Electrode Structure. a 6 cm (Version I). 

Fig. 4: Quadrupole Ion Pump with Hyperbolic Electrodes and Spiral 

Anti-Cathode. Version I. 

Fig. 5: Complete Quadrupole Ion Pumping System, Version I. (H.A. Tourtellotte.) 

Fig. 6: Pumping Speed as a Function of Pressure at Different Peak 

Voltages for Argon. i = 50 ma. Version I. 

Fig. 7: Pumping Speed as a Function of Pressure at Different Peak 

Voltages for Hydrogen. i- = 50 ma. 

Fig. 8: Pumping Speed-as a Function of Pressure at Different Peak 

Voltages for Neon. i = 50-ma. 

Fig. 9: Hyperbolic Mesh Wire Electrode Structure. Version II. 

Fig. 10: Qua&rupole Ion Pump; Version II. 

Fig. 11: 	 Schematics of quadrupole ion pump with a stationary centra
 

ellipsoidal plasma of radius r, in which electrons are con
 

fined electrodynamically by an RF field.
 

Fig. 12: Diameter d 	= 2r of plasma as a Function of Pressure p
 

1
[d= aop-1 /2 .
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Quadrupole ionization gauge 
11. SCIIWARZ 

Rensselaer Polytechnie Institute, artford Graduate Center, East Windsor 1hll, 
Connecticut, U.S.A. 

The new eiparllied will 
type ionitatioi gauge ii whlih Ilie electzoils oscillate along the axis of (he tube. The 
main difference between the Penning gauge and the new gauge lies in the fact that the 
confinement of the electrons is achieved by electrostatic quadrupole lenses instead 
of a magnetic field. Electrons are emitted from a, hot cathode at one end of [lie 
tube and accelerated along the tube. They then encounter an Inverted field, since 
at the other end or tle tube a flat disk is positioned which has a potential slightly 
lower than the cathode potential. This causes the electrons to return and continue 
to oscillate, reaching maximuni velocity each time they pass the middle of [lie tube. 
The ions produced are collected by acylindrical screen surrounding the whole electrode 
structure and/or the flat disk. No fast electrons can hit any solids, so that the x-ray 
production is kept very low. The tube can be operated in two modes: (1) d.c. poten
lins or (2) ultra-lugh frequencies (about 200 MI 7.) are applied to tie quadrupole 
rods. In the case of d.c. operation, the sensitivity factor was a factor of 10 and in 
high-freqluency operation a factor of more than 2000 higher than that of a regular 
flayard-Alpert gauge. The x-ray limit isso low that it plays a lesser role than adsorp
[loll and desolption phenomlen. at the ion collector. Adsorption and desorption 
processes come into equilibrium in front of the ion collector and ciceate a kind of 
'gas cloud'. This had earlier been postulated as the main reason for the lower limit 
of ionization gauges. 

A ist ra ]. noi-initgnelic iouai/n iou gauge cil he a I'enning

1. Introduction 
The new non-magnetic ionization gauge consists basically of quadrupole lens systems 

excited at high frequency. The principle of Focusing with a quadrupole system had already 
been proposed in 1950 in a patent issued to Christolilos (1950). Independently, Courant 
et al. (1952) had studied the possibility of using alternating-giadient focusing for particle 
accelerators, while Paul and Steinwcdel (1953) had proposed this same principle for applica
tion in mass spectrometry. Many papers have appeared iii the meantime on the subject, 
and a recent survey of them can be found in a book edited by Scptier (1967). The quadrii

pole radio-frequency devices weic mostly used for mass filtering, and only recently have 
Dawson and Whettcn (1968) mentioned the possibility of using such a system as an ioniza
tion gauge. Already Fischer (1959) had worked out a theory on how to focus electrons 
with rotationally symmetric quadrupole filis for possible use as an ionization gauge. 

The present woik differs substantially from the pievious efforts in that the quadrupole 
tube is operated under such conditions that predominantly electrons are being focused by 
this kind of strong-focusing device. At the other'end of the hot cathode the electrons 
encounter a slightly negative potential and therefore are driven back. The device is 
somewhat similar to a Penning-type gauge, the electrons being confined in the centre of 
the tube by strong-focusing quadrupole lenses instead of a magnetic field. The ions 
produced are collected by a small disk in the centre opposite the cathode; this disk also 
provides the negative potential for the creation of the inverse field. 

2. 	Principle of operation 
Four rods placed symmetrically parallel around the axis of the tube with alternating 

potential imposed on them produce approximately the same quadrupole field as the ideal 
configuration 	of hyperbolic electrodes sketched in figure 1. An a.e. potential U0 cos cot 
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with a Sulperiniposed d.c. potenilinlUI is applied between a pair of opposite 'rods'. The 

.electric field within the quadrupole is given by 

Un Cos 2 -z3))J= I- -grad cW/ (0_ (1) 

dzy . d2z
 
In~fit -m '1,=
Itn -er,(2 

which leads to the following differential equations for y and z 

d2y 2ee 


di-' no ' (Ue+Us cos wI)y=0 (3)
 

d2z 2e
 
dt-(Z+mZr (Ud+UO cos wt)z= (4)
 

Both are of the form of Mathicu's equation (see McLachlan (1947)) 

+(a-2q clOcos 20)4=O (5) 

the solution of which is given by: 

r=A exp (1,O) >] c, exp (ivO)+B exp (-I 0 ) > cv exp (-ivO) (6) 

In the first case (equation (3))which can be applied for being either y or z. 
(7)SeUIC 

2 a=ay= r - -(7 

and in the second case (equation 4) 
8eUe (8) 

a=az=+ 8c0d (8)¢S 
ro ma'W 

and in both cases 
(9)4eUac 

q=r 0
2inw;;2

which results from the fact that the time operator d2/dt2 has to be replaced by the operator
 
(4/[ 2)(d2/d02), since O=cot/2. The characteristic exponents 1r of the solution can be
 

z may be real, /p has to be purely
determined from a and q. But in order that y and 
The upper limitsimaginary of the form m=(b/d)i, where b and d are integral numbers. 


for az,and the lower limits for ay respectively for which these conditions exist are represented
 

curves in figure 2; d.and ay are already given in units of UL, as a functionby the two 

of the peak voltage UO for electrons and at a high frequency of v=20 0 MHz as applied to
 

Figure 1. Ideal electrode configuration for quadrupole field. 
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tile ilds, So that only elections iciimin on a stable tiajectoly, one has to mlay dose lo 

(lie two points of the two curves which yield ay = -a,. This is the case .1PprOxilltately 
jU -" 60 v, which [hen fixes the value for U,,,=27 v. tui values of Urf> 160 V, tile 

othc chr ged pallicles with igher
,tol have sle tiljectories ir elcettdlo, hilt 

potein li Ua, Ihen to he applied calln e
mtasses AAmay also bhecome stable. The d.e. 

given by U,,,= - ytI with the lower curvedelermined from the inlersection of (lie iue as 
1

of ligisse 2. y1 is stuiiler lhi 0 160 Ma 1n, Vu 	 IS between 0 altl 11k1. Vloin the eol

lange of Ilasses uplto which stable conditionsrespolding value Ir U0ll one call find lie 

exist. All charged particles with atomic weights smaller than 

A=5-45 x 10- 4 1h/L1t 	 (10) 

then fulfil these conditions for the constructed device with ro= I cm and P= 200 MHz. 

I200 

so - s-o 

£0n 	 00 

°iS 4 

.40 

Stability limits for quadrupole field. Unils in volts for electrons, r=1 cm andFigure 2. 	 20 0 MWz.v= 

840 would be necessary, whichSins with A= I (hydrogen), a ratio of yUa/UleI,-
wvill oscilhie under stable conditions.ws that wit i y<0166 pracically only clectrous 

Owing to the long clectron jmth, tile number of ions produced will be nuch higher than 

in a normal ionization gauge. 

3. Gauge design and electrcal circuit 

The 	schem ntics of the quadrupole ioni zaion gauge with its elcetricalI connections alie 
the alternating high-frequency field.depicted in figure 3. The four rods R provide 

are emitted from the hot cathode C, which consists of a pure tungsten wire in
Ekelcrons 
minrpin shape. At tile anode ring (AR) the polential U.,, is applied and set ves mainly to 

detect the electron emission i- in an amptiemeter A befbre the high frequency is set in 
ionsoperation. The collector disk Co has a potential V. negative against the cathode, 

C a AR t s 

Figure 3. Schematics of quadrupole ionizatioa.gauge and electrical circuit. 
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being collected at Co rue measured as a current i with an .lectrometer-type nanoamnicoe 
(nA),

fi mlder It)avoid Ilniiilissiol loses :I( (hticldively ludh licquiiecy. fhe (wo pairs of 
the quadrupole rods were used aistransission ines for the igh fi eque cy. fliiis not 
shown in liguic 3. To ohain the peak-to-peak voltage between the two pairs of rods, 
an appropriateIuipedance (ot Shoxwn in lifgwe 3) was imerled at (he other end of the 
rods. The whole electrode siriIctuUc is ceclosed by a cylhndically shaped screen wich 
is at ground potential, as is tle positive side of the cathode C heated by a low-voltage 
d.c. power supply Ut. 	 The peak voltage Un is also measured by an rf. voltmeter not, 
shown in figure 3. 

4. 	 Calibration of gauge 
It was possible to find the conditions under which the ion curent ij was proportional 

to the picisure p and the electron current 1-, as this latter was determined before the r.f. 
generator had been set in operation. 

The pressure p was determined with a Redhead gauge. The vacuum was produced 
with an Ultek-ion pumping system which had been rough-pumped wjth a cryopump. 
Stainless steel was used throughout for the construction of the vacuum system. Copper 

-	 gaskets for the flanges and valves were used that could be baked out up to 450°c. After 
proper ultra-hlgh-vncuum treatment, an ultimate vacuum of 10-la torr could be obtained. 
Calibration was performed with dry air and argon. 

iO

-30 -26 10f -14 -10 £6 

Figure 4. Ion current 1+	as a function of collector potential VJat different pressures p of dry 
air for Uo=160 v, Uac=27 v, v=200 MHz. 

Figure 4 shows a family of curves giving a relationship as measured between the ion 
current i+ and the collector potential V, for different pressures of dry air as parameters 

-
starting from 2 x 10 toir down to 5x 10-s tonr. For the optimum collector potential 
of about Y= -19-5 V,the gauge constant C as defined by 

-Cp- i/	 (11) 

revealed a value of C- 104 torr-1 Under d.c. conditions, which means the rods were 
only at the potential UTC, this c6nstant did not exceed a value of C=50 torr-1 . This is a 
factor of 10 higher than the VEECO-type Bayard-Alpert gauge. 

5. Lower limit 
-
The lower limit for the r.f. operation has not yet been determined. Down to 10 13 torr 

a linear relationship between pressure p and ion current i-could still be observed. How
ever, quite a pumping action could be found, and there are indications that the lower 

t6F%)UO 'M 
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limi( is nol ulele:lliined by x rays evenlually produced by [Ihe !low Cldcllouns, bt zatier 
by absorpt inn and desolption proccs.se at Ihe collector electrode. These piocesses enter 
into equilibinm in front of the ion collector and create a kind or 'gas cloud', as earlier 

Iltued by Schwarz (1951) (see a:lso Ila.ler 1955) and alpicnly later olbsceivcd byO head (1966). Such a gas cloud, being ii a steady slae, may be the main ellct (hat
determines the lower limit long before the x-ray limit shows up. 
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A nonmagnetic ionization gauge has been developed in which electrons are oscillating back
 
and forth along the axis of the tube as in a Penning type ion gauge. The electrons arc emitted
 
from a hot hairpin filament at one side of a cylindrical tube and are accelerated by a d
 
potential of 27 V towards the other end. At the other end there is a disk-shaped electrode
 
which has the same potential as the cathode. This causes the electrons to travel back and
 
forth between the ends until they suffer a collision. A quadruple system serves to keep the,
 
electrons from reaching the electrodes and the wall. The system is excited by a rfoscillator of
 
200 MI'z and 165 V peak voltage which is tuned in such a way that only electrons wll not
 
deviate from stable trajectories along the center of the tube. A closed screen surrounds the 
whole electrode structure. It is at a slightly negative potential and serves as the ion collector. 
Within the pressure range p = 10-6 to 1-liO Tor the iori current i follows the relationship 
pi" = c.n was found, to be 131 h 0.02 for electron emissions of 10, 50, 100, and 500 FA,The 
constant c was a = 2.88 X 10-17 for 10 ,A, 2.63 X 10-10 for 50 pA, and in the case of 100 p&A, 
it was 5.37 X 10's5. 

Introduction 
There were three main considerations given to the 

conception of the quadrupole ionization gauge': (1) It 
hould have a low x-ray limit, which would imply 

that very few electrons of appreciable energy should 
impinge on solid surfaces. (2) A magnetic field should 
be eliminated. (3) The ionizing electrons should travel 
as long ,aspossible within the gauge volume. These 
three points were achieved by the construction of a 
double quadrupole system. The new gauge resembles 
a Penning type ion gauge device. The main difference 
is thal,'instead of using a mhgnetie field for keeping, 
the electrons in the center -of the tube, one uses 
quadrupole optics. Other attempts to use the quadru-
pole arrang6ment as an ion gauge have been reported 
by G.,Rettinghaus 2 as well as P. -1.Dawson and N. R. 
Whetten." Their devices, however, were tuned for 
ions in a three-dimensional, rotationally symmetric, 
quadrupole field. In order to extract the ions for pros-
sure measurements, drawout pulses as high as 400 V 
during 2-5 zsec intervals had to be applied. However, 
no steady measurement could be performed. 

The quadrupole system is actuated by a radio 
frequency oscillator and' tuned so that only electrons 

* Supported by NASA grant which is part of NASA Langley 
Research Center's Vacuum Instrumentation program directed 
by Paul Yeager.

1II. Schwarz, "Quadrupole Ionization Gauge," Proc. '4th 
Internt Vac. Congress, Manchesler, England, 1968 (to be 
wublished). Inst. Phys. and The Physical Society, London. 

2G. Rettinghaus, Z. Angew. Phys. 22, 321 (1067). 
P.H. Dawson and N. R. Whetten, J.Vac. Sci Technol. 5,

1, 11 (1968). " 

are moving on stable.trajectories within the center of 
the tube. A do potential is superimposed on the radio 
frequency and also applied to a ring-shaped electrode 
positioned halfway. At the other end of the tube, the 
electrons will encounter an inverse field due to a disk 
electrode which is at the same potential as the cathode. 
The electrons will remain in the tube until they hit gas 
atoms or molecules. They will then scatter with a 
probability of ionizing. Some of the ions are collected' 
at a screen surrounding the entire electrode structure. 
It was completely unexpected that the "ion current" 
arriving at li screen would increase with decreasing 
presssure within the range of' 10- to 10- 10 Torr. At 
this time, we cannot offer a satisfactory theory to 
explain this abnormality. However, a possible explana
tion may be the coupling of the high electron space 
charge to the collector grid, which might change with 
pressure. The increase of the "ion-current' obviously 
cannot indefinitely continue with decreasing pressure. 
There should be a turning point, probably below 10-10 
Torr. Indications are that this turning point is rela
tively sharp at 10-1i Torr for an initial electron emis
sion of 100 ILA. 
1.Theory of rf Actuated 

Quadrupole 	Lens for Electrons 
Most quadrupole arrangements are used for mass 

spectrometry and were first introduced for this pur
pose as an elctrical mass filter by W: Paul and H.
 

Steinwedel.4 The theory of quadrupole systems has 

W. Paul and H. Steinwedel, Z.Naturforsch 8a, 448 (1953). 
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rIcuas 1. Schematics of quadrupole ionization gauge and alec-
ical circuit, 

been treated by several authors, for example by W. 
Paul and Af. Raether. 5 The specific equations of 
i cl,ron movement'in a quadrupole tube as illustrated 
in Fig. 1 have been outlined in a previous paper.' 
Phey lead to Matbieu's equations. The z-coordinate 
is tile axis of the tube, see Fig. 1. y and z coordinates 
ire the other Cartesian coordinates passing through 
ti center of opposite pairs of rods. r, is the inner 
iadius of the quadrupole arrangement, see Fig. 1. The 
.olutions of Mathien's equations6 arb only real if a11 is 
ot larger than 

a=L_2 7A U' 

,= A, 	 (1) 

nd a.- is not smaller than 
tA' + ' U0 \electrode 

S=B1 - AU 0 - 0U 6"4 - 1536)' (2) 
2 

where A = 1.77(10ry)-2 ; B = 28rY; ro in meters, 
in MHVliz; UO a, and a. in volts. 
In our gauge we used a frequency of P = 200 MIHz 

which determines the ratio of the peak voltage U0 and 
;hie superimposed de voltage U,,,. For dlectron focusing 
wi'heni a = -' a the ratio UolU,, equals 6.05. This 
neans that for a peak voltage of U0 = 165 V, the dc 
potential should be Ud, = 27 V. Our device' has 
ilways beeh tuned for maximum collector (Se) cur-
•ent which coincided with the theoretical relation
ship for best electron focusing. The electrodynamics 
will only be valid if electrons are free to move. As 
3oon as the electrons hit a gas atom or molecule, they 
Vill deviate from the desired movement. Under ideal 
.onditions the unperturbed electrons will move in-
lefinitely back and forth along the trajectories. The 
mnber of unperturbed electrons will increase as the 
)ressure decreases. At pressures of 10-1'Torr an elec-
,ron will have a mean free path of 1010 cm. An lec
ron of such a long mean free path will travel back 
nd forth in the tube as long as "8 min" until it suffers 

i collision, which could lead to ionization. Assuming a 

W. Paul and M. Raciher, Z. Physi 140, 262 (1955). 
ON. W. McLachlan, Theory and Application of Mathieu 

7unotions (Oxford Press, London, 1047). 
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10/ " probabil y for such an evcu at a pressure of
I10 T}orr,, un "ionll rioii'ii," of thea or'der of nmicro

mperes c-an lbe exjected. W have reached such high
ion currents in our experiments. 

II. Ekperimental Set-Up and Results 

A. Description of Quadrupole Ionization Gauge 

hFigure 1 shows a schematic drawing of the gauge.
The screen S .collects the ions which were measured 

in a Keithley Electrometer model #610B. The opti
munm negative potential was U, = -77 V against tle 
cathode. The disk Co was connected with the cathode 
C. The cathode was a hairpin filament heated by a 
dc power supply. The ring AR was connected with the 
four rods It and bad a potential of Ud = +27 V. A 
simple milliamperemeter A was inserted to measure 
the initial electron emission i-. The radio frequency 
was fed into the rods by using the rods themselves 
as transmission lines. The peak voltage was obtained 
by inserting an impedance between two pairs, of op
posite rods. All electrodes except for the cathode wete 
constructed from nonmagnetic stainless steel, and 
were mounted on fixtures of aluminum oxide. The 
whole slructul'e wasiounited oil a stainless steel 

flange with ceramic feedthroughs, and attached to a 

stainless steel tube. The flange was tightened to the 
tube with a copper sealing ring. The total length of the 

structure was 10 cm, and the internal radius 

as defined above was ro 1m. 

B. Calibration System 
For calibration a dry ultrabigh vacuum system was 

used (Ultek system 25 liter/see pumping speed). It 
consisted of an Ultek.Boostivac Ion Pump backed up 
by a sorption pump. The entire system was constructed 
with stainless steel flanges which were sealed with cop
per rings and Granville-Phillips type bakeable valves. 
It, was, therefore, possible to bake the system at 
4000C. 

C. 	 Calibration Procedure and Results 
The quadrupole ionization gauge was compared 

with a Redhead gauge. It was calibrated with dry air 
and argon at room temperature. Two different pro
cedures were used for calibration: (a), in a static 
closed system, and (b) in a dynamic system where an 
equilibrium between pumping speed and gas inlet was 
maintained to establish a certiin pressure. 

1. Procedurea: Before calibration, the main valve was 
closed to disconnect the system from the ion pump. 
A needle valve was used to let the gases into the sys
tem up to a certain pressure and after stabilizing, the 
pressure was measured and the optimum ion current.as 
collected by the screen Sc, see Fig. 1, was noted. 
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FIGURE 2. Calibration cune with screen as ion collector at low I + (Amp) 
rf power (approximately 20 W). 

FIGuar.3. Calibration curve with screen as ion current collector 

(approxi2. Procedure b: Another way the system was callt for different electron emissions at high rf power 
mately 40 W).

brated was by leaving the main valve open and hav-

ing the needle valve throttled until a certain pressure ptA and an rf power transmiLted into the quadrupole 
was stabilized due to the continuous pumping of the gauge of about 20 W. The exponent, n of Eq. (1).was 
ion pump. The spread-of the measured points on Figs., found to be equal to 1.30 and the constant a = 
2 and 3 is due to the slight pumping action. 3.83 X 10-ta. Figure 3 depicts three calibration curves 

Procedures (a) and .(b) essentially did not show al three di fferent initial electron emission currents of 
any noticeable difference on the calibration curves. 10, 50, and 100 ,A,and higher rf power of about 40 

Calibration curves were measured at different rf W. The calibration constants n and c for the three 
power imputs and different electron emission currents. - initial electron emission currents are listed on Table I. 
By adjusting the power supply for heating the fiia- As one can see from Figs. 2 and 3, the inverse, pressure 
ment, the -emission current was set with only the d.c dependence still held in the pressure range from 10

potentials on. After feeding in the rf frequency with to 10-10 Torr and there is not any indication that the 
the correct peak potential, the emission current as - ion current will decrease with decreasing pressure. 
measured at the milliampereinetcr A, see Fig. 1, The inverse mode of operation is very desirable for 
dropped down to 1% to 10% of its initial value. This measuring very low pressures since currents in the 
means that due to electron focusing and oscillations a range of microamperes are being measured. This does 
negative space charge built up and prevented further not raise any insulation problems with our quadrupole 
electron emission of the cathode. A high a current ionization gauge whereas most otfher vacuum gauges 
existed within the center of the tube. The fact that have this problem in the very low'pressure range. 
the emission current dropped to such a low value 
means also that very few electrons of high energy I11.Pumping Action 
really hit solid parts in the tube. Figure 2 corresponds It was noticed that the, quadrupole ionization gauge 
to a calibration at an initial electron emission of 100 pumps as most other ionization gauges. This was ob-

I served even when the gauge was operating under de 

T;.¢ T. Calibration conql,tats for the intjerse piecssuro conditions. In the case of do operation, a pumping 
dependence at different emission curienta z.po c whon p s. speed of 0.1 liter/see was observed and in the rf 
measured in Torr and i collector curient is measured in amperes, gperation 0.4 lier/sec. 
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[571 ABSTRACT 

A non-magnettic onization gauge or ion pump comprising a 

tube containingspaced cathodes at the same potential, with an 

intermediately positioned ring anode for setting up an oscillat

ing stream ofelectrons that is focused orconstrained within an 
axial pith by an electric quadrupole lens arrangement which 
may be excited by the RF force. The quadrupole lenses create 

a field which is tined firstly to lengthen and stabilize the path 
of the electrons thus causing greater aoniaation of the gas 

atomsin the tube, and also to expel die ions produced thereby. 
which ions are then collected by a cylindrical collector scrcen 
at a slightly negative potential surrounding the whole elec
trode structure. The collector current produced with this ar
rangement has been found to be tipproxtumtely inversely pro

-
"'
portionad to tn pressure withn the range from 10-' to 10 
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torr, so that collector currents of the order of microamperes250/41.9 DS
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can e obtained at very low pressure levels 
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QUAIDRUPOLE IONIZATION GAUGE 

BACKGROUND OI:TIIE INVENTION 

1 he present ilventiont relaes to vacuutm, gauges of the 
tistnltype and p [rticlirlyto It siot-Iii:i ioltnon.. 


,'lCtaua goge or En pititp, iqng ectc u'lmtnpole focus. 
ng of the aomrig electron stream, 
The eratjorl and measuang of vacsa by electron impact 
niaatlon of gas atoms present in a given encloslure has been 

known for some time. At present several moniation gauges; of 

this type are available for measuring low prefstres doll to 
less than 10" torr.nost of which utilize magnetic fields to in- 
crease the length of the electron path by spirallng thus raising 
the probability of eieclrOn-atoin collsion to improve the 
degree of ionization However, allthesegaugesrequireamag-
netr field in the order of 500 to 2,04 gauss, nl the presence 
of ia magnetic field in many measuring applications is un-
desirable. especially when working vtitli the evaporation of 
nmagnetic materials to be laid down iat thit filmis or in electron 20 
diffractiont studies, particularly with low energies. In addition, 
the permanent magnets which are frequently used to produce 
the field are undesirable because of theirWeight 

Non-nagnetic gatuges of the orbitron type have been 
developed Wherein the electrons amr emitted somewhat cff 25 
axis at the end of a cylindrical tube with an axial rod which is 
at positive potential The Inmeditte vicinity o f the electrol 
etiter is shlded igainat tile rod Niotit the electron d, i 
go dlirectly To tile rod, but spiral around it. I lowever, in these 
devices, ilia electron path canot he increased amtichasa l in i 
well-designed magnetic gauge and other features make ihemdlificuih to control. Matny eletrons aife also lost hy lllinlg the 
rod 

The present invention presents a gauge for measuring very 

low total gas pressures, particularly within the range of 10-* to 
10 -i tor. without the use of a magnetic field and wIi, gatige 
i%stiore senitive at the low prestre tange It contrast to dll 

other known ionitatioln gauges, tile collector current 
produced is almost inversely proportional to the pressure in 
this operational range. 

SUMMARY OFTHE INVENTION 

The present invention embodies all ion7ation garge or ion 
comprising an electrode structure having shot 

purnnmp rsn neetoesrcuehvg spaced
cathodes at approximately the senie potential, with an iater
mitritely arranged ring anode for establihing an axially oseil-

b y it fieldlating electron stream 'ihe streamr is acted upon 
produced by i srt of quadrupole electrodes, which may he 
clcctro'tnuic or also excited by a high frequency voltage. onts-

ig only electrons to stay within stable trajectories along the 
ami of the tube. The oscillating electrons, as a result of the 
strong quadrspole focusing, have a comparatively long path of 
travel, to that the number of tons produced by collisions will 
be much higher Then in prior iosurato gauges and the result-
ing ions will be expelled by the quadrupole field. The ions may 
be collected by a cylindrical collector screen, at a slightly 
negative potential, arranged to surround the whole electrode 
s;trucsit re2 

It 1,11 hecr. Fond that with the prektct gauge ang the 
cylindrc sureollo the simceor colector currpt ts a fare-

-
slt of presure follow, the simple relto sh p p iu o l 

ait .t given electron emision, where c is a constanlt expnent of 
approximatetly 1 3 uth p as the pressure in to"r and ; the col-

2 
is, m it motifieationtI Ks, t i aogiu toe view of of the 

own it,gsiage .. C, 
FI. 2 it ci view of lhe tmdrupolo electrode, in section 

taken along the lines. 2-2 itl FIG. I ad indicting the coll"t
lavia'It theqidttidip.l leEta;S dl.i.t 

I IC. 3 esi plot of the stablihty imits of the qundrupole field 
of the ionization gauge of FIG, I for an electrode radius r = 

cm, 'anda frequencyofv20OMHz for the field. 
FIG. 4 is a diagrammatc view of a vacuum system msad in 

tO catlr;Ig (lie gauige oftle present invenltion 

is 

30 

35 	between itself and the reflector cathode 3 A ring-type anode 
divoed it, thus region, itllnethiedttly ml cl tike hot 

cathode 2 und the reflector cathode 3, ad is coneted to te 

positive ternnal of the battery 4, or other power supply,,qo at 
to accelerate the emitted electrons generally-along the axis of 

40 	the electrode arntgement. The accelerated electrons upon 
passing lhough the ring anode 5 will be decelerated and 
repelled by tile nceatrve potential on the reflector cathode 3 

radwill thus he causcd to trlet hack find forth between the 
cathode 2 and reflector cathode 3 until they suffer a coll

45 $ton with the atoms ofteany gas presenat along thle Path within 
thecasing I 

The electrons are anillt d within their path oftncilation 

by a quadripole lenI systet coniprising' set of quadtupole 
electrodes, in the form of rods 6a, i1 and 7a, 7b. positioned 

symmetrically about the path of elecron travel. A DC poten
tia equal to Us4 of the ring anode $, is applied to the rods such 
as by also connecting them to the positive terminal of the bat

iry 4, or other power supply. In addition, in AC potential U. 
55cos wt of a comparatively high frequency, such as RF. may be 

applied betweens the pairs ofopposite rods by connection with 
an AC power source or generator 8. 1I order to avoid trans
mjissionlsse at the rlatively high freqticticy. the two pn of 
totK samy asq 'i% o n tines A illpi ninperetelerhe u1sed transii 

60 9 may be ineea d il tile line on the side of the positive tar
soud of the batery 4 to measure t e initial electron emission 
T-) prior to turning on the electric fieldo n 

When the quadrupole field is set up, all the ions resulting 
from tile colhsion of the electrons with the gas atoms preset 

FIG 5 is a calibration curve of the ionrzation gauge of FIG. 

I, suing a quadrupole RF field of approximately 20 watt 
power; 

FIG 6 is a caihrntion curve of the ionization gauge of FIG. 
1. using a quadrupole RF field of approximately 40 watt 
power. 

FIG. 7 is a diagrammatic view of a modiflcalon of the 
reflector cathode of the gauge of FIG. I to pertit its use as all 
o 	 ptlrlp, 

FIG 8 is a diagrarmmatie view of a quadrupole electrode ar
rangenent which may he used to construct a multicell ion 
pump, 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OFTHE INVEN FION 
An zonuiatiost galle cOnisticil i neOlpdll-c With) thle 

plcla hnethba i ,hon In I T 1. 'Pile 
ecyhdcal clsingor ile 1 con taiig 21hot 

cathode 2 and a reflector cathode 3. which are maintained at
ale same potential such ' by coltaecilg them to the tiattaive 

terfntisiil o{ la baltry 1, or tither power supply. The hot 
cathode 2, which may be in the form of a hot hairpin. heated 
by a DC power supply I. emits electrons into the region 

lector current in amperes. Collector currents of the order of 65 along the path wllt be expelled by the quadrupole field -aid are 

mieroamperes can be obtained at a prost.re of 10 -ia torr, so 
that the insudalon problems involved with prior low pressure 
tonintaon gauges are obviated , 

While the embodiment as above-described :s preferred the 
gauge may he operated on other modes which are also Of ir-
-.toved sensitiviyover the prior an devices. 

BP.EF DESCRIPTION OFTI-E DRAWINGS 

PIG. I is a diagraonoanac view of an ionization gauge con-
strsucted in accordance with tihe present Invention; 

collectedthyn cylindrical ecllector sreen 10 which surrounds 
(he twt.i electrode aurrangement. The collectorscreen 10 acts 
as a shield and is naintaned at a negative potential u, with 
respect to the cathodes 2 and 3 by means of a battery 11 or 

70 other power supply, so that the inns expelled by the field will 
be collected thereon and n suitable nicter, such as an ldec
trDmcter-type nanoammoter 12, is connected in series with 
tile battery I Ito meastre the resulttng cnllector current (i* 

)
. 

All the electrodes, with the exception of te cathode 2nnry 
75 beconstructed front non-magnetic stainless steel and mounted 
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oimfixturc . atiiiiiiu t oitlc3 I ie wtolc clectrotle 3,6rucntUnit%or sia,,fincli.t of the peak voltage (r, for Onr 

on i cp having 
ceramic feedthroughs 14 for the electrical leads The cap 13 is 
attached to the casing 1, whch may be in tie form of a stain-
les 	 siecl tube int] the co 13a Imay he tightened to ths 

may be iounted it 5ti4lsiCs steel Bnidctlu 1. 

,il nli1ige 
tube with ucopper sealing ring (not shown). 

-

QUADRUPOLE FIELDTUNING 

In order to determine tie proper 6peranonal parameters to 
produce the desired quadrupole focusing of the electrons we 
must consider the relation of these parameters to the electric 
field. We will define the coordinates of the field as shown in 

FIG. 2, the X-coordmatc being the axis ofthe casing I and the 
Z and Y coordinates passing through the cener of the op-

pose pairs of rods 6a, 6b and 7a. lb, respectively. The lee-

trio field within the quadrupole electrodes is given by the 
equations. 

Em-grad,iA U(J O 	 not eA ~ 
r6-	 (I) 

d21 d2z 
-all,=? dt lf2 j.(it* j 	 (2) 

...-... 

where r. is the inner radius of the quadrupole arrangement. 
This leads to the following differential equations forY and z: 

dty_ 2o 

rt mr0

2 ( " e) 


t(td-i- (_
n -(4) 

Both are of the form of Minhieura equation-

(de/dfn+ (a-2q cos 28(=0 (51 
the solution of which is given in "Theory and Application of 
Matlieu l'unciodis, N W McLachlan, 1947, Claredon Press, 
Londonand New York, as: 

o 	 n 


S()order

g=A O\) (v)ZC. ojx) (iio) 

4. 
+-f8exp (-g).r, ox (-ivr) 

-W) 
Thi, cal applied for' being either y or z. In the case of the y 
coordtate(equaton(3)) 

a--a - ( t1,,/r.'....
0 

) (7) 

and in the case of the 7 coordinate (equation (4)) 

4	 (8)a-v-,.+(SeUetr.znrmw) 

and in both cases 
' 

annd for a high frequeny ol 1- 200 Ml t: s applied tolthe 

in order, than, that only clectrons reitain on a table ra) 
ry. tile gauge should beoperated .at values close to the 

5 	 points of tile wo curves which yield a. -v . It will bit
 
that tilld is tle case at whi
onatety in Ihr I Orv 
fixes the value lot U,. t 27v, ior values of Uf> I 0vyore 
still have slahle trajectoric for electrons, but other chit i 

10 	 particles with higher inasest ay also, become stab 1 
DC poteitiil 1 the, to he ipplied can he determined f4 
the intersection of the line, a;s given by U,,, -yU,, with 
lower curve of FIG. 3 y is smaller than 0166 and Ui,vad 
between 0 and 14, From the corresponding value for Un o 

15 c find hanthe range of m.wvsi up to which stable conditions e 
ist. All charged paricles withatomic weights smaller than 

A =£545 X l0-"U41h (l 
then fulfill these conditions for a device constructed in ad 
cordance with the present invention with r.- I cm and usingl 

20 m 200 MHz For tors with A= (hydrogen), a ratio of UJ!/) 

n 1,840 would be necessary, which shows that with y<0.I6 

practically only.electons will oscillate under stable cad4 
tions Owing to the long electron path, the number of to4 

produced will be much higher thin in pror ionization gauges 
25 The device may be tuned for the maximnun collector eat 

rent.which coincides with the theoretieal relationship for ban 
electron focusing, however, the electrodynamics will only be 
valid if electrons trelicto move. Assoisteee trosb 
a gas atom or molecule, they will deviate fron the desired 

movement: Under Ideal conditions the Unperturbed electrons30 
will move indefinitely back and forth along the trajectories.
-Ilie nimber of inpcrtrledl electrons will inrcease .. the 

pressure decreases At prcssures of 10- 1 torr an electron will 
T

have a mean free path of approximately 10 emo indrynir. An 
35 	 electron of such a long mein free path will travel back and 

forth in tbt tube as long as 'S rn"until it suffers a collsin 
which could ea to Asmntilg 41 10%/prolbitilityIcatl hiIatkn 
for such an event it a pressure of 10-' torr, ion currents of tle 

of microamperes can be expected Calibration measure
40 ments conducted with this quadrupole ionization gauge have 

obtained such high currents It the collector screen. 

.... CALIBRATION 

he system used in calibrating the quadrupole ionization 
45 gauge is shown in FIG 4 The system comprises a vacuum 

chamber 20 having an inlet 21 from the atmosphere con
trolled by a needle valve 22 and an oullet 23 contiolled by a 

mali valve 24. The vacuum was produced with an ion pump 

So 25 connected to the outlet 23 and backed up by a sorption 
pump 26 The ion pump used was an Ultek Boostivac ion 

q ) (9(4eUJrntpump commercially obtainable from Perkin-Elmer Corpora) 
which results floa the falt that the time operator rd2t has 

to be rephaed -by the operator (wI]4) (dida 
2 ), since 

fl = wr/2. I he characteristic exponents pt of the solution can 55 
hedelerminet from a andt; litit in order that y and z may be 

ltal. I- i be pathely itmaglnkly of tile foina A= (4Iel~t.has 
we h lnd i ,lit i acil lt iibtci The Upper limits for at, 

and tile lower limits for a,, ,t given by. 
_B4Ui l/12 7A 1,1 .60 

n- Ii 2- - (10) 

-........... . ... .. . 
and 

A U\o 
aiA5 / j4 

---------...... . 

where A=1.77 (10rv)-'; B =28r,,vA; r is in meters; v is in 
MHz, and U,, a. and a, are in volts, 

For example, in a gauge using a freultency of P = 200 MHz, 

the ratio of the peak voltage U, and the superimposed de volt- 70 

age U, can be determined For electron focusing when ak=a* 
the ratio UJU, equals 6 05. This means that for a peak volt-

age of U, = 160 v, the DC potential should be Us. - 27 v. 

Values of a, and a, under these conditions are represented by 75 

the, two curves in FIG.3. In these curves a, and a, are given in 

tion, Norwalk. Connecticut. A conventional ionization gauge 

27 was connected to the chamber 20 along with the quadru

pole ionization gauge 28 The conventional gauge used was a 
Redhead lonization Gauge commercially obtainable from Na

tional Research Corporation. Cambridge, MassachusetLs. The 
entire system was cotntuit id with stadlc't steel flitiges 

which were scaled with copper rings a'd Granvlle-l'ilii s 

type bakcable valves. It was therefore possible to bake the 

system at 400' C The quadrupole ionization gauge 28 was 

calibrated using dry air and argon at room temperatures. Two 
different procedures were used during calibration One with a 

static closed system and the other with a dynamic system 
where an equilibrium between pumping speed and gas inlet 

was maintained to establih a tertain pressure. 
In the first proccdure..before calibration, the main valve 24 

was closed to disconnect the system from the ion pump 25 
The needle valve 22 was then used to let the geses into the 

system in steps up to a certain pressure For each step, after 

stabilizing, tle pressure was read on the Redhead Ionization 
Gauge 27 aiid tle optimtm collector current as indicated on 

meter 12 was noted 

In the other procedure, the system was calibrated by leaving 

the main valve 24 open and having the needle valve 22 throt-
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iled Talt a certain jnevrcNI fi ws Si:lalc title it, tile cotliiiti-
bus pinping of to ion pmnp 2S. Ap in, a inuau irf I esnire 
povals were irahihliel .,nd tile Icdhic,.d ljiiition Gauge 27 
4lad the qusadripole gautge meter 12 were read Various 
'ealirationi curves were plotted and tit, notceable dlfftrenes 

vcre noted bctwcc them and those of the fprtner procedure 

other lun. hght spiuend of the measured points due Its the 
,light puupilig action. 

IONIZATION GAUGE 

In the earliest form of quadrupole ioil.aititu gauge tested, 
hi cathode 3 was used as tihe Ion collector electrode. AS 

ihown in FIG. la, cathode 3a was connected to tile negative 
ermnal of a battery I I a so as to make its potential negative 
mith respeet toccthode 2a and the screein10 wa usted erely 
is a shield and grounded along with the positive side of the 
,athode power supply 18a The qiadrupole electrodes and the 
mode were connected as shown in FIG I. The gauge constant 

- . 
7 for this arrangement as defined by Cp=i*t that is, the con-

lton under which tile ion current f was proportional to the 

nressurep and the electron current i, "s determined before 

he high frequency generator was set in operation. Under 

hse DC conditions with the quadruple rods only at pote-
-


tal Ut,, the constant d(id not exceed a value of C-50 -torr
 . 

This usa factor of i higher than presently used Ionization 

gauges so that this early gauge in DC operation was 10 times 
its senitlive ,is the tialization gauges of th. prior art 

When In ihernitng field havinga frequency =P 200 MPZ 

.as applied to the quadripole electrodes, using the operating 
parameters U. - tG6v. U,,, =27v, for an optimum collector 
potential U, )'9.5vagauge constant having the vlue C--1O 

-
torh ' was determined Thus, an Ionization gulge 'ofan even 
greater sensitity ws achieved tinnRE wia 

teter evensor sahieve~rtii nwereld 

Iloniver even more preetling
reuls wer obtained Fith a 

whezton gauge of the preferred form shown in FIG 
Vherein the s ieldng screeno ue d as the ioti collecor 

WAie in the DC mode of operation, wah sim ir operatingpliarelers, the lntiohvity Of ti gouge lFIG.. l)was 

equivalent to the earlier model (FIG. Ia) but when the RF 
voltage with v= 200 MHz was applied to the quadrupole oeot 

trodes the collector current, as read on meter 12, was found to 

increase with decreasing pressure within the range fromi 107s 
to I 0-l torr according to the relationship p( )c -

Cahibraoncurveswercneasured using thigauge (FIG. 1) 
at different high frequency power inputs and different elec. 
tron enssion currents and are shown in FIGS, 5 and 6, FIG. 5 
corresponds to a calibration at an initial electron enision of 
I 00LA and a htgh frequency power of about 20 watts FIG 6 
depicts three calibration curves at three different electron 
emission currents of 10, 50 and l00A and a higher high-
frequency bower input ofabout 40 watts, 

By adjsng thepoierupply 18 for hrwting the ilament2 
the emission current was set with only the do potential on the 
quadrupole rods 6c. 6b, 7. 7b. Switch 30 in liea31 was then 
openetd and the high frequency voltage was appled. After up-
plying the high frequency with the correct peak potential. the 
enssson current (I-) ars measured at the aniperemcter 9 
dropped down to between I and i percent of is initial value, 
'I lit would slcem to indicate that due to electron focusing and 

oscillion, a negative space charge built tip and prevented 
further electron emission from the cathode 2. A high .hterat-

tag current existcd within the center of the tube 1. The fact 
that the emission current dropped to such a low vslue also m

dimaaes tta very few electrons of high energy struck olidsartI witin ie tbe 

hrte ltin t tubeoe1. aWit, 
a'frthe epectv cuftequation ll osc determined 

(or the rpece cte, llos well uwthe constan c, and %le 
, l.iut armcod in the following table, where p is meon7ed t 
torr~d (0 

) collector cur~rent is measured t amlperes, 

C
i-tIAl n 

I 
tO .30 3.18 ' 10-. 

A.can lbe tctiia i . atI (, tire al'p let tietiii11 5 v ere 
iwdcice ielt in the range from It')- tto W0- torr wisthou tiny 
ilicalon that the collector current will decrease with 
decreasing pressure. 

5 Ti, wnvee otate if operitionl it ot citrelie adtlv it age for 
inelitttu ig very low pi usuretsnie current:. i the range Of 

nalroeitoferes ire being nu tuured. "hus, tire aSlration 
problems inhierent in most ;onsrtton gaiges where currents in 

-
the order of 10 a atmperaes and lower have to he iceasured or 

t0 	amplified re dviteti wish thus gauge, It has been found that 
collector currents in tiel order of microampcres can be oh
trned at pressures tts Iow as 110 torr with an electron emit-
Stoll of IOo micromanperes which corresponds roughly to an 
ionization yield of I0' ions/emntorr.Such a high ionization 

IS 	 yied indicates a high pumping speed in the lower pressure 
range so that the gauge can be readily adapted for we as an 
ultra-high vacuum on pump. 

Ion Pump 

20 in the oiolpump mode of operation, the cathode 3 of the 

gauge shown in FIG. Is modiried toconsist of a mesh made of 

titanium or alternatively a narrow spiral of ttnti 'tire 33, 

either of which may be heated to produce titanium vapor that 

eon be available for getter action. As shown in FIG. 7 a flat 

25 ring 34 is positioned immediatelyin front ofthe spiral cathode 

33 aidset at thesaoe potettil. 
When the qudtdrupole optics ire properly tuned, the elec

trons, at in the toiitiion gauge, will f6los a narrow spiral 

and reach their nax um axial velocity when passing through 
30 the anode ring 5 They ar- then slowed down by the aneriod 

ie od rig Te a then slwe n bytee utierted 
field of the cathode 3 and art given aI reverse acceleration 

thereby. The free electron pa wilh thus be a very tong osCti 
t[luting spiral and will only end its free movement when collid
ing with a gas atom At very low pressures, for example, I0 - " 

35 tort, tire path may be as much t, I --- ci 
In constructing an ton punip, the operating piraalecite i et 

ug.in ehosei so that only electros tirc ibtused by the quadru. 
pole field. A formula for the frequency of such a fieldin termsof the maximum voltage Uof the high frequency generator8, 

quadruple electrode rdr re.ur the ma of40 the mnternal 

the charged particle m is given by the relationship 

JO-1! (I fa 
i \ins (1;) 

4 	 where the frequencyis Hartauwhen U.isin volts.r,sinmc
tr., and t is in kilogram& Foran electron, the above formula 
reduces to 
rdc o 1.0t 105r, -, U.'a t14) 

A suitable maximum voltage U. for the generator 8 is, for 
50 	 example, 5.000 volts and using an internal electrode radius 0. 

= 10 A, a frequency of = 76,5 MH, will be required. With 

such an arrangement. the electrons will stay in te center Of 

the quadrupole while all other charged particles will end up on 
the walls. The lengtheftheit pump discharge tube should be 

55 made such that the tiro-ftight of the elctrons is long in 

comparison to the duration of a higher frequency period 
Froi the equations of othat determine the electron 
path, the de poletial V,, which must be Imposed on tile 

60 anode ring S can be calculated. ?or opliniun, electron fous' 
ing the ratio between tle peak voltage Uvo f tle high fiequou

cy generator b and the dp voltage U, of the anode 5 is given 
by 

U,. O.17U, IS> 

65 	 thios ill require a DC voltage of aS0 vot to achieve optimumopertton wethbthe other paramieters givent 
this Ion pump. a sorpion pump may be kiled Is fore

vcuvtnun pump (in the nianner shown il F]l 4) and provisiolls 
should be made for very wide fore-vaeuum connections at 
both ends of the tube "adat the walls where the ions arrive 

70wth veloities up to S50 CV. Since this is, of course, much 

faster than the thermal motion, In addition to the getter-ion"

pumping" action, a retll.iot pumping Action will also occur. 
This iNan iiportant feature of the present ton Pump 

A,I .1 13 2 noX 10"' 75 In all known Ion peils now in Ise, the gas molecules are 
C, 10sg ,29 S.3×0 75 really not being puniped out of the system but they are rather 

)ai. 1. 5.37 X1i0 being absorbed at the walls that tire made fit for such a processt,29 
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.lii olf .. iil'a, 

SlllldIhl i tle vwIthle tle IIIill, i lit e iiumlied will 
Cmlipletrly lcave lhe %yicit. fIhtl 1%.ill exaile, .1%shlownito 
I IG 4, (lie iolttld . alosnti0stlld innd1tille'l will leave tihe 
pnIlp 25 Liiillh'tcly Roll will be pillPed .iiIor the viluiii 5, 
systemlby the ftiretiuip 26 into the .ituspicre. 'Ih is 1posi-
,he whenI lieo i Pll-vac... ioi%larper thin 

I, ,-I .iilio g.l[cil ll.... llivlvel. 1 Iil plnp 

l flux tosw,irls (hli 

the hack sire anl ng of netal iioleciles. With tile h iglh-1oit 

setstile iinl givalet 011nprodle llin Cl'w1iey.. oblul.nielt 
.Viih tlhe pilCtscnt device, it i%lis.ihlie to achieve such a real 

tile deviceptllinptg a dlati. such i p inpiug action l kv5 
for noble gas pinping wlichhas alwayscspecially suitable 

heen a lroblnn for getter-iom pulnps and in addition the 
danger of re-emnttig tile pumped gas rs reduced. 

if it is desired to increasc (lie efficiency of the present 15 
device. several sets of electrodescill le inscried within a sin-
gle casing parallel to each other and the high frequency power 
may be transm tte( using opposite p.trs of rods s the frins
lission hnes The different sets of electrodes or cells can then 

be connected in series with each other as shown i FIG. 8, 20 
with the negative electrodes 6--6e and the positive electrodes 
7a-7d commonly connected. A single on of these cells (6a, 
6b, 7a. 7b) with the above-indicated electrical chnracteristics, 
has been found to have a pumping speed of at least 15 hiters 25 
per second so that very high pumping speeds are obtainable 
with the arrangelient of the present invention 

A nonmiagnetic ionization gauge is thus presented which is 
ntany orders of magnitude more sensitive than the gauges of 
the prior art and sshicirmay be operated in such manner as to 30 
obhtain a1calibrated cuennt in ilnverse relitiliOhip to tile nin- * 

sured pressi ic within tile pressture iange 1m 106 to I0 "' 
tor", and below, and which in aln enlarged verslni may ie 
adapted to operate as an mon pump capable of pumping speeds 
far beyond Ihose oht.iinltle with cxvitmig ion pumps. The 35 
device .tlleves %trong focutnig of ele-trols uing lilly eIcc-

tric fieds thus obviating the need for any magnetic corn-
poncnls. 

Iclaim 
1. A nonniagnetic ionizatilOn device conprisiitg. 40 
.'nieans for producing an oscillating stream of elctrons, 

b. means for producing an cle.tric field for focusing and 
confining said stream in continuous o'cilltion within .t 

substantially restricted path and for expelling front said 
path ions resulting from tlhe collision of said electrons 45 
with alrtos in said path. and 

c. 	 mcans disposed about said field-producing means for col-

lecting the ions expelled from said ptath 


2. A device as in claim I wherein said electric field-produc-
ing ncans comprises a .%cof qualdrupole electrodes - 50 

3. A device ,as ui cli 1, wherein s. d slireani-prodtlicilng 

Means e% %pacedC-ithodtdes, ind un .iinode d ihulisedcoiliprl 

between and ita a po itive potential relative to said cithndes 

and wherein said electric field-producing mean% comprises 

quadrupole electrodes arranged about in axis defined by said 55 

strtam and atsubstantially the same potential as said anode. 

4 'A device as in claim 3 whcreni said quadrupole elec, 

trodes are supplied with a high frequency voltage Ucos ut for 
c r e l ul n n c w h l c o c sp c e m p o al f el d r ti c e nt n g 60electrict r l field whose respective comiiponents along 

the Y and Z axes through the-opposite pairs of electrodes are 

of the form 

creating an 

(/21/ 
+ (a,-

2 q cos 20) y=065 
65 

+(a.-2q cl:zcos 20) z=O 

,tC U,.o 
a¥ T2m 2* 

70 

I 
.i ni' 

i'ft. 
I.. 1,, 

hii,l he ill1ie \cltipe. 1. he'il1 f th Itiiii1ifadini 
gihl u p le electrodes, e/li ieilg the charge to nis%r;tio of 

an electron and 

/ ,! 1 
BAU.' 12,o,> - /2-

/ .,.. .1+,,'A'((o ,l'1 
a, < I Uo-. IIo+ 64 - 15:36) 

-
vhere A - 1.77 ( IOr.0 

, B =28 rl2a: r. isin meters; Pms the 
operating frequency in MIH-, and U(I, and a, are in volts 

5 A device as in claim 3 wherein said ion collecting means 
comprises one of said cathodes at a negative potential relative 
to tile other cathode 

6. A device as in claim 3 wherein said ion collecting means 
comnprises an annlar electrode disposed abut said quadru
pole electrodes and at a nt 1at Ie polelitial relative tli eto 

7. A device as in c..an 3 where' to of'said clthode%cuiii
prises a nietallic clectrode heated to produce a vapor for 
getter action. 

8. An iani.ttion gai ge comprising:
 
aI.two. piced electr.t. les
 
b. a third electrode Im-posed betweei said spatced electrodes 

and at a positive potenti.l -relative to each and having an 
opening therein to permit a stream of electrons to follow 
amnOscill.tiiiig path hctsecn said spaced electrodes for 
ionizing atoms..l ili %tud palil 

wherein the Improvement conmprises
c quadrupole electrode means lisposed ahout said path at ip

i
proxinately, the sanie potenial s said third electrode and 
having a high frequeicy voltage impressed thereon for confn
ing said electron streani nthion id path ,nd expelling ions 
resulting fromn the ioni ltion ofamtoms in said path; and 

" 

d 	a cylindricil lectiode surrounnmg said quadrupole elcc
trode means and at a negative potential relative thereto 
for collectti the ilOis expelled from said path. 

9. A 
l
i ionaint iiii conlp laig. 

a1.a filst liu led c.itlllde for emittinig a supply of electrons 

b. a scond heated cathode for producing a vapor for gctter

ing action. se 

e. an anode disposed betweei said first and second cathodes 

and at a positive potential relative to each, 
an axisd. a set of quadrupole electrodes disposed about 

dcfined by sud cathodes and said anode and at gubstan

f r e q u e nc y same potential as fo r se tt ing up antilly the v olt age tm p re s csaidd thanodee re o n and having a high 

dfcruc vltaenipress thereo fo setuns 

electric field temidinig to focus said supply of electrons 
along a confiined oscillating path and to expel any ions in 

said 1,ath, and 
e. means for collecting said expelled ions. 
10. An ion pump as in claim 10. wherein the high frequency 

voltage has a frequency of 1.08 X IO(r.-'U,'i Hertz r, being. 
the internal quadrupole electrode radius in mseters and U, 

being the maximum voltage in volts. 
. * . 
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Theory of the Quadrupole Ion Pump* 

Heinrich HomA** and Helmut ScHwAIz 

RensselaerPolytechnic InstituteIKartfoid, Connecticut 06120 USA 

- 1° The high pumping speed of the quadrupole ion pump for pressures down to 10 Torr is 
due to the long interaction time of the electrons confined by the HF field. A theory for the re
sidual ion current io" being proportional to p- 0 7 (i.e., i" almost inversely proportional to the 
pressure p) A based on the generation of a plasma along the axis of the quadrupole. Since the 
orbits of the electrons are centered at the axis only-in contrast to magnetic confinement (Penning 
Gauge)-the plasma volume depends strongly on the collisions of the electrons described by stable 
solutions of Mathien's diffetential equations We derived the measured relationship for i + and 
arrived at electron densities to be 1010 cm - 3 at pressures of the order of 10- 'o Torr. 

of electrons on stable orbits. While the magnetic 

§1. Introduction confinement in the Penning pump permits 
- 3) In the quadrupole ion pump' electrons orbits at any center, the centers of the electron 

are electrodynamically confined axially to orbits in the quadrupole coincide always with 
stable trajectories by an RF quadrupole field the axis of the system. 
and trapped lengthwise by the cathode and 
anti-cathode. The consequent ionization of gas §2. The Quadrupole Systems and the Gen

erated Plasmamolecules results in a removable ion current. 
-The remarkable property of the quadrupole As described before,' ') the quadrupole 

system consists in an increase of the ion cur- pump consists of four parallel electrodes of 
rent i+ while decreasing the pressure2) p. Such spherical or hyperbolic cross sections (see Figs. 
an unusual inverse relationship between ion I and 3 of Ref. 1, Fig. I ofRef. 2, and Fig. 1 of 
current and 'pressure had been observed in- this paper). They are symmetrically charged by 
dependently by E. W. Blauth ) who, however, an RF voltage of a peak value U0 and frequency 
did not investigate the phenomenon further. Co superimposep by a de potential Ud. The 
The relationship electrodes carry a potential U: 

'7 ± e -lj+ocp -O (1) U=UdC+ Uo cos Wt (2) 

was derived from measurements indicating a At one end of the cylindrical structure is a 
favorable use of the system as an ionization thermionic electron source and, at the other end, 

-gauge for pressures between 10- ' and 10 1 a flat spiral on the same potential, see Figs. 1 
Torr. and 2. In the middle is a ring having the dc 

During pumping, the exponent of Eq. (1) 
became smaller due to the well known re- ,oLC' rHn 

emission of the "pumped" gases. Speeds of a 
few hundred liters/sec at 10 Torr were 
achieved.') END-

The theory of the initial ion current of the 
quadrupole pump is based on a confinement of 
the electrons by the electrodynamic field of the 
system, where ions are electrostatically enclosed CE PLAm 

to create a stationary plasma. The analogy to ANODE 

the Penning ion pump consists in the movement /UAORUPOLCOARSn4 

*Work supported by NASA-Grant No. NOL 07-009- Fig. 1. Schematics of quadrupole ion pump and 

003 (Langley Research Center). quadrupole ion gauge with a stationary central 
"Also with Max-Planck-Institut fur Plasmaphysik, plasma of radius r, in which electrons are confined 

8046 Garching, Germany. electrodynamically by an RF field. 
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electron-ion pairs will be created, being detected 
,as currents i- and i which explains the ob

servations by eq. (1). 

§3. Detailed Formulation of Theory 

We can express the number of ions, i+ , col
lected at the screen by: 

i + = is.. -cir (3) 

2Here 4en describes the rate of all ions created in 

the system and irecomb the rate of ions lost by 
recombination. 

A3.1 Ions generated 
'gen can be calculated from the following sum 

of integrals: 

=IJ. dxdydza.((s,>, <T>)nnze+ J 
Fig. 2. Photograph of quadrupole ion pump with !pj d zT> 

hyperbolically shaped electrodes of stainless-steel + dxdydz'(<,>, <T.>),ln. (4) 
wire mesh; axis is vertical; at bottom there is a JJ 
hair pin filament for electron emitter and at top aer 
tantalum spiral covered with titanium serving as + dxdydz,(( 1>, <T.))n~n,

Janti-cathode as well as supplier for getter. . 4rcst 
+go,
 

potential Ud.; it collects the electron current i-. Hereby, the first integral taken over the plasma 
Everything is surrounded by a cylindrical volume (Vp!,ma) gives the rate of ion-pair pro
screen or tube which is on a negative potential duction due to the impact of electrons with 

.U,,,,, collecting the ion current i neutrals; the second due to impact of ions with 
Uo, Ud and co are selected according to neutrals. Correspondingly, the third and fourth 

solutions of Mathieu's differential equation so integrals give the ion-pair production due to the 
that the electrons move on stable trajec- impact of electrons or ions respectively with 

-tories. ' 3 .5 Wuerker el aL6',7 observed these neutrals within the "rest volume" (V,,), i.e. 
trajectories by injecting charged small powder total volume of quadrupole tube minus volume 
particles. Similar processes of electrodynami- of plasma (pasma), a,, af are the rate densities 

cally orbiting electrons are related to dynamic for the ion-pair productions. They depend on 
stabilization of a plasma.' ) the electron energy s. and ion energy E,respec-

For an optimum operation of an ion gauge, tively. Both depend, of course, on the tempera
the RF had to be 200 MHz, with Uo=165 ture T, of the neutrals. n,, n1, and n are the 
volts, while Ud0 had to be 27 volts.1' 2 ) densities of the electrons, ions and neutrals. 

Our theory is based on the following model. The influence of attachment and detachment 
After passing through a certain initial transi- processes can be neglected, because no negative 
tion period, an unusual kind of plasma is ions will reach the screen to influence i+ and 
created in the center of the quadrupole along because the neutrals created by detachment will 
the axis. Electrons oscillating between the ends be included in the expressions for n.. The fifth 
are kept in stable Mathieu-kind trajectories, term in eq. (4), viz, W.g is the ion creation due 
This motion is disturbed only by collisions to interaction of ions or photons with the wall. 
with electrons, ions, and neutrals. At higher 
pressure a central plasma of small diameter 3.2 Ion losses 

will result, while at lower pressures the central The deficit of ions (i[ ob of eq. (3)) due to 
plasma increases. In a larger plasma, more recombination processes can be described in 
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analogy to eq. (4). However, in first approxima- of I Torr pressure. For electron energies e 
ton all recombination processes can be 1eg- smaller than the double value of the ioniza
lected as pointed out in the evaluation 6elow. tion energy 210(20<228 o).1) 

s(e) a(80-- 10) (6)
3.3 	 Evaluation 

In order to obtain a first insight into the The constant a can be taken from Table 2.1 of 
mechanisms, we neglect the following processes: ref. 11 and is for nitrogen: a= 0.26, if e and 

1) Recombination at the wall, Wccomb sio are given in volts, noo is the neutral particle 
2) All processes occurring in the rest density at 1 Torr and 0°C. no(x, y, z) is the 

volume, V..t actual particle density at the existing pressure p. 
3) All recombination processes Entering with eq. (6) into eq. (5) and assum
4) Ionization by ions ing that ne is independent and that the pldsma-
These omissions are justified, since we are volume-integration leads -to an average value 

dealing with very low pressures. W,,ob will for noVplsm, we arrive at the following integral
 
contribute less than 10 % due to the geometry of taken over the electron energies:
 
the electrodes causing a kind of shadow mod- a(2enf")' 12
 

ified by the electrostatic and the alternating i+--102;zgnzo0J, 0a(2m-
el)
n°°(8e2 electric fields. 

W,,,, can be omitted, since there are very few x (tz4 - (7)_o)e /2ds, 

electrons outside the plasma. Also the neutrals 2.1 
will have a much lower density than the olec- (e-elementary charge in Coulomb; m-electron 
trons which allows to neglect all ion creation mass in kg) 
processes in Vt. Evaluating the integral in eq. (7) and con-

As to the third process, recombinations, it tracting all constants in one constant: 
seems reasonable to neglect these also, con- Ao = lO 2anlpVp1,,(2em-)1/2 (8) 
sidering the dimensions of the apparatus. 

However, ionization by ions inside and out- (wherep no/noo as per definition ofno and noo) 
side of the plasma may be of concern. This one arrives at: 

depends on the ability of the ions, especially A0 [2 2 3s)+ 1 
those of the actual plasma, to gain the necessary 4P+8!Z -4If +(L2 f 5.2)+ 
energy from the stable oscillating electrons. If + (6.t16 +12 
the ions, after being cifeated in the plasma, leave e2 + a2 

with their primary thermal energy, then they 2,o e +(21 1+2 

cannot produce pairs before having been ac- i 
celerated by the dc-voltage of the screen. (9) 
However, further experimental information, By introducing the average electron enrgy 
especially on the ion energy within the central Z and taking into account that the lower limit 
plasma are needed. The assumptions lead to e~j is mostly much smaller than the upper limit 
results which agree well with the experiments. 4ez, Eq. (9) can be transformed to the approxi-
Evaluating the equations (3) and (4) leads to: mation: 

3 12i+-_if dxdydz l 	 i +c (10)J JJPplasma e2 --el 

T) The assumption that n,is independent of the 
fC ee_ T(e 0 )n0 (eo)d no(x, y, z) size of the plasma is justified by the fact that the 
k to, noo -I electron concentration is mainly a question of 

(5) the Mathieu trajectories of the electrons. The 
Where e, and s.2 are the limits of the actual length of the plasma (assuming to have the 
electron energies which generally depend on x, shape of an ellipsoid, see Fig. 1) is constant; 
y, and z. v, is the velocity of the electrons. se is therefore it changes only its diameter so that V
 

'
 the ionization efficiencylO) for one electron of is proportional to r , whereas no is inversely 
an energy e, given by -the number of pairs proportional to rZ turning the product noV into 
created per cm in gases of 0°C temperature and a constant. The average electron energy itself 
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should be, in first approximation, proportional 
to that linear dimension of the plasma which 
changes, namely r. 

ocr 	 (11 

At present, we have _no detailed information 
on the disturbances of stable orbiting electrons, 
by collisions, but we may assume that the 
linear dimensionris related to the pressure pby: 

12 (rcp 	 (12) 

Equation (10) can now be written as: 

i+ 	 /4 (13)- A0J7:3/2 ocp 

This is in agreement with the measured relation-
ship, eq. (1). 

The assumed r-p-dependence, eq. (12), fits 

the necessary cdndition that a variation of p by 
nearly four orders of magnitude should allow 
the variation of r by a factor of one hundred; 
this certainly lies within the dimensions of the 

apparatus. 
The, theory also yields reasonable values for 

the electron density ne of the central plasma. 

Equation (10) and the value of A0 (eq. (8)) 
lead to the electron density: 

n=f /-10-2 (1)-pVfl ma(2e),2+ (14)pv 	 8lo 

Entering into (14) with a pair of values for 
i+ =6x10 - amp and p-1.5x0 - 9 Torr as 
measured in ref. 2 (see Fig. 3 of ref. 2) and 
assuming a plasma volume Vplan = 1000 cm3 

and an average electron energy of 9= 100 volt 
will render an electron density of 

-n,- 1.6 x 1010 ern 3 

This is quite a reasonable value. The cut-off 
density of the plasma for the applied 200 MHz 
RF-field is lower than n, and does not have an 

effect because the dimensions of the plasma are 
very much smaller than the skindepth of this 
wave length. 

It 	is worthwhile to mention that such a 
quadrupole-stabilized plasma opens interest
ing aspects for plasma physics because the ions 
are only electrostatically trapped by the elec
trons. 
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Quadrupole Ion Pump Performance 
-Characteristics * 

Helmut Schwarz 
Rensselaer -PolyescnicInsti tje, h1arford, Connecticut 06120 
(Received 28 July 1971) 

The new nonmagnetic ion pump resembles the quadrupole ionization gauge- The dimensions are 
larger, and hyperbolically shaped electrodes replace the four rods Their surfaces follow y =36+x 2 

(x, y in centimeters). The electrodes, 55 cm long, are positioned lengthwise in a tube At one end 
a cathode emits electrons; at the other end a narrowly wound flat spiral of tungsten clad with
titanium on cathode potential can be heated for titanium evaporation. Electrons accelerated by a 
dc potential of the surface electrodes oscillate between the ends on rotational trajectories, if a highfrequency potential superimposed on the dc potential is properly adjusted. Pumping speeds (4-100
liters/sec) for different gases at different peak voltages (1000-3000 V) at corresponding frequencies
(57-100-MHz), and at different pressures (1W--10 9 Torr) are reported. -

Introduction 

Thi operation of the Quadrupole Ion Pump is similar 
to the Penning type ion pump but has one majoi 
difference: It does not use a riiagnetic field, the con-
finement of the oscillating electrons being achieved 
with a quadrupole arrangement tuned for electrons. It 
is similar to the quadrupole ionization gauge opera-

' tion. 2 Electrons are emitted froma hot hairpin ila-
ment at one end and accelerated by a dc potential Ude 
at the quadrupole electrodes. At the other end of the 
tube a flat spiral carries the same potential as the 
cathode causing the electrons to return. Hereby a back 
and forth movement of the electro.ns is acieved. A 
rotational high frequency potential properly adjusted 
according to the rf quadrupole theory .2 keeps the 
electrons within the center part of the tube volume 
until they hit a gas molecule. Thus, a very high
ionization yild is" obtained. The ions will leave the 
tube volume radially and along the axis, and as in a 
normal ion pump will be "pumped." 

I. Description of Quadrupolo Ion Pump 
A. Dimensibns 

The electrodes are mountedn.a stainless steel tube. 
The surfaces of the four quadrupole electrodes are 
hyperbolicand follnv the equati6n 

(1)2y = 36+xe (x and y given in cm). 

The electrode surfaces were cut off at a radius R= 11.5 

cm. The totail lengtlof the electrodes is 55.0 cm. The 
four hyperbolic surfaces are exactly separated by two 
ceramic rings at the top and,at the bottom. At the top 

• Supported, by NASA ,Grant NGL 07-009-003 which -is part
of NASA Langley Researth.Ceater'sVacuum Instrumentation 
Program directed by Paul Yeager. 

Reprintedfrom:THE, JOURNAL OF VACUUM, SCIENCE AND 

a tungsten spiral serves as anti-cathode; it is covered 

with titanium which serves two purposes: (1).to act as 
the anticathode, and (2) to provide titanium vapor for 
gettering purposes. 

The potentials and frequencies applied to the elec
trodes are listed in Table I as calculated from the rf 
excited quadrupole theory for electrons." 2 The electron 
emission current was adjusted to a stable value i with 
only the dc potential Ud, applied to the four hyperbolic 
surface electrodes. After switching on the high fre
quency potential with peak potential U0 the emission 
current t- decreased to 10% of the initial value. 

In operation the quadrupole ellectrodes carry a 
potential U= ua,±U0 cos2rft. (2) 

With the cathode and anticathode at a slightly higher 
positive potential than ground, an ion current i could 
be measured at the stainless steel housing. The initial 

-electron emission current i- was usually adjusted to a 
value of -=50 mA. 

C. Fore Pump 
As fore pump-two Varian type-sorption pumps were 

applied. Pumping action started a a fore pressure of 
apprie u ly ing to r te 

TABLE I. Potentials'and frequencies applied to quadrupole.ion 
pump. 

U01,ul fAia.] laoto11 

1000 $6.8 170 
1800-
2400 

76.3 
88.0 

306 
408 

3000 98:4 510 
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FIGUaE 1. Pumping speed as a function of pressure at different 
peak voltages for argon. i- = 50 mA. 

II. Performance of Ouaflrupole Ion Pump 
A. Pumping Speed 

A family of curves depicting pumping speeds at 
different peak voltages with corresponding frequencies 
and for the different gases is traced on Figs. 1-3. One 
can see that the pumping speed increases slightly with 
decreasing pressure but more strongly with increasing 
peak voltage. 

For a given gas and fixed pump characteristic (elec
tron emission i-,peak voltage Uo, frequency f), the 
pumping speed as a function of pressure seems to 
follow a relationship similar to the pressure-collection 
current dependence of the Quadrupole Ionization, 
Gauge.2 Such a relationship is possible to express in the 
following, equation 

p- S=a. (3) 

The measurements suggest a value of m=0.1 which 
holds for all data; however, the constant a depends on 
the kind of gas and electricalcharacteristics (peak 

tvoltage o, frequencyf, ion current i+,etc.), 
' A more detailed-analysis of the measurements of ion 

current i+ at different pressures-p, and varying elec-
trical characteristics leads to the simple relationship: 

PS=k(i+- io+), (4) 

whereby io+, residual ion current at zero pumping 
speed, follows the quadrupole ion gauge formula 

-(io)- c (5) 

40 
8 

12 

8 1t000 v lt 

10-G 10- 10 10 
-9 

TABLE II, Ionization constants 
plied in Eq. (14). 

Gas k/kir 

air 1.00 
Nitrogen 1.00 
Argon 1.13 
Neon 0.22 
Hydrogen 0.44 

for different gases to,'be ap

k-Torr liter see' 
-amp ] 

-8.35 X 10 
8.35 X 1o, 
9.43 X 10- 3, 
1.84 X 10-2 

- 2
3.67 X 10 

as established previously.2 The constant k in Eq. (4) 
depends solely on the kind of gas used; it has been 
determined for five different gases-dry air, nitrogen, 

argon, neon, and hydrogen-and can be taken from 
Table II. The constant2 n=3 in Eq. (5) is independent.
of the kind of gas; however, c of Eq. (5) behaves 
similar to the constant a of Eq. (3). 

The measurements follow the equations quite well 
but the physical meaning of the mathematical formu
lation requires more study of the mechanism. 

B. Ultimate Pressure 

The lowest pressure so far achieved lies in the range 
- .
of 10 - 10- 10Torr, which seems to be determined by 

the vapor pressure of some organic sealing materials 
used in'the experimental setup. The pump appears to 
be capable of reaching lower pressures. 

Work is in progress to obtain lower ultimate 
pressures.
 

0; "Electronic" Pumping 

All existing ion pumps are not "true" pumps in the 
sense that the gas molecules to-be pumped are trans
ported out of the vacuum system into the atmosphere; 
rather they remain in the pump as buried, adsorbed, 
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FIGURE 2. Pumping speed'as a function of pressure at different FiGimsR-3. Pumping speed as a function of pressure at different 
peak voltages for hydrogen. i-= 50 mA. peakwvoltages for neon. t-= 50 mA. 
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absorbed or even chemically bound on the walls or the fore vacuum. Also their number is relatively high; 
other solid surfaces of the pump. Therefore, there is ion currents in the order of microamperes were ob

-always the danger of re-emission of the "pumped" tained at pressures as low as 10 9 Torr. 
gases. This disadvantage was also observed in the 
early years of ion "pumps," see for example Ref. 3. Acknowledgments 
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